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1. Introduction 
The PS Linac is the vital first stage of a 
comprising the CPS, the Booster the ISR and soon 
arge lerator complex 
the SPS, During the 
last 15 years the present Linac has been de to meet tne ing 
demands made upon it and has now reached a tage of ormance far 
that original envis 1n 1ts ign. 
Future demands on the Linac are expected to become even more stringent 
in terms both of reliability and performance, and will continue for a period 
of at least 20 years. The present machine has reached the practical limit 
of routine development; to maintain the performance at the increasing level 
demanded by the new CERN facilities will requ either a or reconstruction 
or a replacement of the present Linac. 
A major reconstruction of the existing Linac 1s excluded because of the 
long shut-down time required and the ical limitations ed by the 
present layout. Furthermore it is unlikely that reconstruction would be 
much less expensive than a complete replacement by a new machine. Conse-
quently we have been led to recommend the construction of a new Linac , 
This report discusses in more detail the above cons ions and 
describes the proposed design and construction ect. The construction 
period is estimated to be 4 years, the material budget 21.3 Mfr. and the 
manpower required 150 man-years. 
2. Review of the CPS Linac 
The CPS was or conce 
a 500 keV Cockroft-Walton 
and the proton tron with 
machine the 800 MeV Boos 
intensity of the CPS 
The present Linac was ordered in 1954, 
had been developed for a s lar 




of 50 MeV 
A fourth 
the 
a design which 
Rutherford) 
proton se 
of a few mA at 50 MeV energy and about 
was brought into operation in 195 
10 µsec duration. accelerator 
ts 
the following years allowed the output current of 
by nearly two orders of 
Beam transfer from the 




the increase of intensity at constant 
es sent centred around the 
connected to a accelerat 
a current of about 500 mA of 50 
operation to 50 MeV. 
The Booster, based on t 
longer pulses from the A pulse of 
the 
CPS to be 
was initial based upon 





lerated in normal 
subs 
duration of 100 µs 
( about 15 turns) was specified dur which time the and 
transverse beam ttances must 
In an effort to meet these 
rated by : 
a) the addit of RF 




b) the addition of high voltage compensation to the preaccelerator; 
c) the increase of power to the focusing quadrupoles in tank 1 which, 
in spite of extra cooling, brought these les to the limit 
of their thermal dissipation capacity and voltage break-down. 
These maJor modifications pushing some components to their limit 
have enabled us to operate stably with a beam of 50 and a pulse length of 
80 µsec (see table 1). 
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3. Justification for a New Linac 
The performance of the CPS Linac has been in the past 12 years 
by three orders of magnitude i:'.l the amount oE charge accelerated (see 
Table 1). However, it has been clear since the f the CPS Improve-
ment Progrannne, that a nu..'T!ber of major components would have to be rebuilt. 
Stretching the performance of the existing components further was bound 
to lead to reliability problems, yet the t speci cations of the operation 
with the Booster must be achieved reliably and with a certain safety margin. 
Also it b~came clear that the Linac would have to continue to operate during 
the increased life expectancy of the PS complex; this was lied in launching 
the Improvement Programme and in the use of the PS as an ector for the 
ISR. The decision to use the CPS as an injector for the SPS emphasizes this 
fact even more. 
Among the items considered to upgrade the Linac further were the following: 
a project for replacing the ranks, allowing s 
possible increase in injection energy l); 
an ion pump system replacing the 
focusing and the 
diffusion pumps and 
associated refrigeration system, to improve reliabili and to reduce 
the maintenance cost and effort. This can be done in unction 
with the replacement of the accelerator tanks; 
introduction of computer control 2); 
a complete rebuild of the RF system and the installation of the R~ 
amplifiers outside the radiation area. Operational experience has 
shown that, to provide independent adjustment of RF level and phase 
of each of the three tanks, replacement of the present common driver 
amplifier by individual driver chains on each of the six power stages, 




In addition to these points, one finds in the linear celerators 
in the past five years many features which must 
or rebuilt machine, for instance : 
the sensitivity of the accelerating structure 
and to beam load effects is reduced ::he 
devices ("multi-stem couplers" or "post 
flow of power along the tank, This reduces 
along the structure and allows sounder 
compensation circuits; 
lersn 
rated in any new 
• > imensions 
the 
ient evel differences 
of the beam loading 
the pre-accelerator energy is 750 keV and a drift space bPt~'een 
accelerator and Linac tank 1 of between 4 and 7 m length (less than 
2 m in the CPS Linac) is provided in order to allow space for beam 
diagnosis and proper transverse and longitudinal matching of the beam 
into the Linac; 
all supplies and ancillary equipment are placed in an equipment gallery, 
separate from the accelerator tunnel, and are thus accessible during 
operation, bringing about obvious 
maintenance. 
for 
Replacing the present Linac by a new one in the present 
have the following consequences: 
lance and 
will 
a) The injection energy will be limited to the existing 500 keV and 
the diagnostic and matching equipment will remain limited essentially 
to the present layout. 
b) The RF system will be at a considerable distance from the tanks 
which will impair the performance of the beam loading compensation 
feedback system. 
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c) The shut-down required to dismantle the existing Linac, to install 
a new one and to commissionit will stop the cperation of the 
whole accelerator complex for an estimated 9 months or more. 
(Partial rebuilding, going as far as replacing successively all 
its essential components, has been discussed extensively. Though 
possible in isolation, this procedure will create serious problems 
of scheduling in the context of the whole complex where the coordi-
nation of the plans and needs of SPS, ISR, 25 GeV physics and CPS 
is already a complicated task. At each major step, the risk of 
unscheduled down-time, due to start-up problems, would be added. 
Furthermore, even fewer modifications could be included in a piece-
meal rebuild, since the design parameters would basically be fixed 
by the present machine. 
The economies achieved by installing the new Linac in the 
existing building compared to installing a completely new Linac 
in a new location will at best be the civil engineering expense, 
i.e. between 20 and 25 percent of the total cost. These savings 
would be reduced by the need of increased manpower to cope with 
a very tight installation schedule. Clearly, no stand-by would be 
available during the running-in period, whereas the present Linac 
will be available during all the early operation of the new 
machine in a separate building. 
It is therefore recommended that a new Linac be built in a new location. 
The construction of the new 50 MeV Linac will incorporate all the 
features listed above : its design is described in the following chapters. 
The objective of the project is to achieve a reliable machine producing 
beams of predictable and hence reproducible quality and with parameters 
which can be selected within ranges covering the performance potentialities 
of the subsequent accelerators. 
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Since it is not intended to the alive for more 
than a few months overlap a s reduction of tenance effort 
can be expected due to the modern (e,g. vacuum sys in~ 
corporated. Typically, a reduction by 25%, i,e. 9 or 10 people, would 
pay for the building cost thin 10 years 
TABLE l 
Main Performance Parameters 








'\, 10 mA 'v 50 mA 
10 µs rv 80 µ s 
*) ± 90 keV 
*) No comparable values available. 
100 mA 
100 µs 
± 150 keV 
50-150 mA 
2QQ~ 70 ]JS 
± 150 keV 




The Booster is now lable a cal 
designed for acceleration from 50 MeV to 800 and 
at present to the energy of will 
therefore be designed for 50 MeV ou t energy; o 
parameters are luded in Table 
As a major feature of the new , we to have a large 
freedom in the choice of and the flexibili 
to modify them rapidly. The site near the present with the s 
of the two machines nearly parallel (see Fig, 1). With the requirement to 
inject both into the PSandintothe Booster, there was fact ttle choice 
the 
In the interests of re ili and of , the 
machine conceived ess al as a 
is made for the development of cer , 4,3), the acce-
of er 
would become available for 
The design of the new 
s and,. 
developed over the past five years. 
Beam dynamics s 
show the importance of many factors 
adversely affect the 
o 
of deve 
leans on the ence 
out at CERN and other 
ch could cause s 




in the choice of parameters. In particulart by the preaccele-
rator energy up 750 keV we e 
other proton Linac laboratories. 
Concerning mechanical des , sets of are lable from 
some of the American Linacs~ the new NIMROD and SATURNE ectors, and from 
our 3 MeV experimental acce 
design principles 
There is a 
division and the deve f 
It is intended to use the CAMAC system 
A collaborative effort 
matters concerning power amplifier des 
A study programme a 
ciples will accompany the construe programme. 
4.2 Design Parameters 




















+ 5 ' lo-4 
5 mA 








Ch, 5, 1 
Ch, 5. L 1 
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TABLE 2 (Cont.) 
750 keV beam transfer 
Transverse matching 
number of quadrupoles 16 
max. gradient 40 T/m 
Longitudinal matching 




Beam quality at 50 MeV 
emittance 









number of cells 
total length 
2 at 202.5 MHz 
1 at 405 MHz 
operating range 
50 < i < 150 mA 
- -
operating range 
200 IUS < t .::_ 70 /US 
e; < 25 n mm mrad 
l:::.W < + 150 keV 
50 MeV 
} 




varying between 1 MeV/m 
and 1.55 MV/m within 
tank 1, constant in 
tanks 2 and 3 
at input of tank 1 
26° < l<l>J < 40° 
... 
at output of tank 1 
20° <j<P j< 30° 
s 
in tanks 2 and 3 






max. charge .per 
pulse : 16 µC (lol4p) 
these are limits for 
100 mA, see p. 11 
for other currents 
To match existing 
injection apparatus 
of Booster 
same as present Linac 







peak output power 
peak supply power 






N = 1 (FD) conf 
100 T/m 
5 amp f 
2.6 MW per 
50 kW per 
ont.) 
BH3 (IBHl) 
.!. 60 mrad (puls 
300 mrad (DC) 






number of quad. 
max. gradient 
Longitudinal Matching 
I.!. 2 • 10 
1~~2 T/m 
number of debunchers 2 at 202.5 MHz 
1 at 405 MHz 
ion 
Ch. 5. 5 
Ch. . 4 
Beam a used for mu turn ec 
the Booster 3 ) give an useful rule of thumb for expected optimum emittance 
and energy spread with variation in proton current, I (over the range 
0 
50 <I < 150 mA quoted in Table 2). One can fy a proton beam by 
0 
I and £ assuming that current I contained in ttance s is 
0 0 







TI mm mrad 
t:.W 2" + [ ( 2 ( L 5 I ) z ] 1 keV 
0 
where the space 
as 1. 5 10 , th 
As the requirements 
- 12 
t even be expected to 
the number of protons rather than to lerate and 
now and must 
lerate on 
them on 
an aperture res With 
aim for interpulse f 
and mechanical posit 
might, in future, 
so one expects to deve the 








We believe that the s programme 
computer a number of parame so 
conditions will be reasonably fast. 
4.3 Possible Options 
4.3.1 
11 
USA In several 
synchrotrons based on the accelera of H and 
convers a 
of this technique resides in the 
Liouvillian process; it is therefore expected that a 
is reasonable to 
source 
normal. The Booster 
above, 
used for 6W variation 
the standard ieve" 
t us to store 
ec stems for 
a non-
pro ton density 
the 
could be accumulated during many turns 
space of the synchrotron, From the 
a restricted po~ on of the 
search H source currents 
between 10 and 20 mA are the maximum expected. The beam problems 
in the Linac would be alleviated but the pulse would have to be 
increased to 1 
Adequate H currents have not yet been with the 
sources under investigation (except for some Russian work not yet verified) 
and it is not known to what extent an densi would be 
durin_g acce 
no definite to 
of H sources under way ls 
the option to employ such a 
new Linac. 
For the 
exchange of the ion source 
the extension of RF and 
will be kept in mind when 




required for a 50 MeV 




the project. A poss le use of about 




Booster and PS RF systems would of 
working at the 
If for 
should arise, another 20 MeV or so could 
the new measuring lines. (The need for the 
a few years of since s 
downstream in the transfer 
4.4 Study Programme 
Although beam cs 
been compared with measurements on most 
experimental verifi is needed, In 







and the equipment 
than 
the 
the essen al features of 










as a function of a comprehensive set of parameters. A study programme is 
therefore planned to accompany the whole duration of the project. 
I h f . f h d 4) . . . d n t e irst stages o t e stu y programme it is inten ed to 
use the existing 3 MeV experimental Linac for proton source studies and for 
the verification of computations at 520 keV, of the bunching/matching system 
under space charge conditions. As a final test of the design a further 
series of measurements will be carried out on the new preaccelerator (750 
keV). The final studies at 10 and 50 MeV levels will be concerned with 
the parameters of the Linac itself. 
In view of the large number of parameters involved in these studies, 
computer acquisition of the results is essential. Hardware and software for 
data acquisition and treatment on one of the existing PDP 11/45 systems will 




5 .1.1 lerator 
The essential parame 0 are current, 
pulse duration and energy. Both current 
by the requirements of the 50 MeV L 
beam. 
There is more freedom for the 
energy which could be anything between 500 and 
ice of the preaccelerator 
keV vol 
leading into a different techno We are,a the CPS,in the par cular 
situation of having a 520 keV preaccelerator whi has led to ence 
being built up handl s vol the other hand our preacce-
lerator energy is the lowest of any working proton Linac and the maj 
including the recently built mach 
Designs for energy are well deve 
available,though the cost of the H,V, 
are at the 750 keV level, 
know~how are 
cage 1 be 
The pros and cons 
or to follow current prac ce 
a at 520 keV 
therefore been 
reviewed in some de 1 The conclus the be' 
gained with a 750 keV system 
flexibili 1n the energy end focus 
b) bunching effi ency; 
c) bunching vol and elec lC fields; 
d) space charge influences; 
e) space cons 111 the bunching 
f) energy transfer between lanes in the 
g) reduction of unwanted effects e g, neutralization 





to 0.5 MSF), 
Quite 
to select the Linac parameters 
prevailing goals. Therefore thi s 
750 keV preaccelerator, A poss le l 
shown in Fig.2 • 







inside the Faraday cage and the present column has to be 
element 
to deal 
with about 50% increase 
are actually working at 
blems, Nevertheless the 
stood and there 
vol Several columns 
s 
b 
this in mind, it seems 
modifications. 
e to copy an 
Here are three or 
a) The beam cs and the 
focus elements t.riay d 
concentrated the moment 
that a mul Pierce accelera 
advantages to 
b) The 
s are ) 
established upper imits 
pro-










In of the 1 1 modi the 
existing column to hold 750 kV. The 
on the outside of the column, There are two po do 
not involve a re des 
One possibi 1i would be to put our co into 
hexafluoride, The appearance will then be s to the lumns at NAL 
and LAMPF but with a factor due to the lower 
on the outside of the column. The the SF6 will be 
considerably longer than the column and will be surrounded corona 
to guarantee a constant lll The mechanical des effort 
required for this e. 
The other poss d be 
s column to 18 sect 
li up to 850 kV. few modifi 
advantages 1n this case would be : decrease in the sa 
H.T,, and 
along the column. The res tance should be reduced 
po str 
from present 14 
, The dis~ 
factor for the 
a more 
The inside of our column does not need any 
major modifications. The diameter of the anode could be s de-
creased if necessary by making a small modification to the source In 
addition, some stai~less steel s to be ed 
and a few shielding rings 11 need a radius(! 
5.1.3. 
The 
because it can be bought as 
arrangement. Smaller 
rent places (e.g.11,l 
rational safety as the 
Generators in open cons 
Poss le 
but no so 
both the regulation and the high power s 
the 
The H.T. will be connected to 










Probably a filter capacitor wil be added in order protect the 
as at rune t against fast trans 
any future beam pulse s. The fas 
a separate condenser for a 
There are no strong reasons to the 
sically or electrical away from the e 
For powering the platform, 
insulating transformer. Contacts wi 
5 L4. 
ili for 
11 be made 
and the load. 
column 
atform. 
be to an 
be s 
1 A similar system to tha on the present Linac may 
be used. The electronics will be 
feeding back more parameters 
b . 1 • . 15) sta l ization . 
ent 




trans tors and 
t ') a better 
not in use have been 
The 
H. T, set for 
against excessive 
beam pulses (current 
There 
another design. The 
rather wen 16) with sources 
major changes are needed 
certainly des 
stability of the 
le for 
The latter seems to be possible 
by defining the snout po 
rigid way. How easy it 
modifications, is 
of the H2 pressure will be 
bility without ustments, 
5.1.6. Controls 
A amount f 
minals to potential 
only part of the new Linac 
inaccessible while the machine 
The system on the present 
pulses or pulse trains 1 be 
ciple (photo-1 could be 


















ion as well as 




to transport the beam 
it to the Linac 
The LEBT has to 
(ion source set 
The requirements can be 
a) transport and correct 
Linac beams in the range 0 
b) high bunching 
not disturb the beam 
mA; 
the ratio of trapped to lost par cles 
c) possibi ty of. 
beam ttance 
d) small transverse 
e) beam measuring 
parameters; 
ttance 
f) inclusion of some emp 
of apparatus. 






teristics of the preaccelerator 
way which is convenient and suffi 
The best method is to s 
phase space coordinates. The 
it and match 










rms values of 
cant the 
ons 




of rms values 
The preacce 
in such cases, 
As far as the vacuum chamber and 







tudinal plane, where space 
an le focus , as s the 
gi tudina.l acceptance roughly maintains its ex tens 
permissible energy is reduced th space 
ximate curves on . 3 . 
The ce of the 
of the design of the LEBT. 
a system of two bunchers, the second one 
of the RF , chosen, Such a 
(DDHB) has to 




to the size of the 
RF 
as 




b) better fill 
In order to 
large range of beam i 









not a buncher 1n the usual sense of the 
the order of 70% 
and 
tance, 
of DDHB over a 
s added close to the 
s buncher, in fact, is 
ts more as a longi-
tudinal lens, giving to the tudinal beam em1 tance the correct axis 
ratio. It is called an energy-spread corrector (EC), 
The design of the LEBT is at by successive appro-
ximations, the first solution obtained by neglecting the space charge. 
The design procedure can be zed as follows 
a) Preliminary design with I = 0 : one calculates the parameters of the DDHB 
system with the condition that one obtains the highest bunching efficiency 
and matches the beam to the Linac accep Then, one 
searches for matching so the six-dimensional phase space, 
de the les 
if necessary the parameters. 
b) Design optimi on th space the obtained above is 
optimized for different current levels and each so checked by 
analysing the beam characteristics th a multiparticle program. Non-
linear phenomena, such as emittance blow-ups are revealed and adequate 
measures taken. 
c) Final c'heck of the des the l of the LEBT, optimized for a 
nominal current, is checked to see if it works in a s sfactory way 
in the whole interes 
and beam intensi es. 
range of input conditions, ou conditions 
An important constraint on the des of the LEBT is the 
requirement for ndnim.mn ei:nittan b The Prni ttance is increa.sed 
by non linear space 












a function of 
eff 
cal ec 
1 ) Measuring section, just after the DC acce column, including 
2 ) 
an intensity and an emittance ce. A free space of 
about 0.5 m is reserved for a poss le later of apparatus 
(eg .• beam 
Beam limiting a system of t"wO aw to 
limit the beam in angle and ter; it ludes also 
a system of sieves of fferent transparency, to lower the beam den-
sity uniformly over the cross-section. The free space between the 
four-jaw apertures is about 0.7 m; the June 
H beam line would be made here, 
with a poss le future 
3 ) Transi 
blow-ups and 
, to d sh the size of the 
es are ob 
smal ttance 
with beam sizes 
< 10 mm in the bunchers. 
4 ) Bunching and matchingsec (the most important one) which determines 
the characteris cs of the beam to be ected and accelerated in the 
Linac. 
Fig. 5 shows the t of the LEBT, with indicated envelopes 
for a preaccelerator current of 200 mA. The current trapped in the Linac 
is 140 mA (a multipar cle program resu t), 
Fig •. 6 gives a table where the 
LEBT parameters (for 200 mA) are 
lation curve of the DDHB system, F 
program~ 
and 
cally the maximum required. 
conditions, as well as the 
, 7 shows the energy modu-




at the Linac input, re 
tances is quite vis le. The 
longitudinal acceptance 
has grown in the course of 








ecause the latter 
inear space 
emittance a.re 
As far as the is concerned the 
bunching and sec on causes some much 
installed in a rather res cted area 
energy spread corrector 1s to 
A solution found in the case of the 
it in the front cover of the first 
. k 23) Li.nae tan · . 
5.2.5. Tolerances 
The tolerances on le s ths the LEBT 





on the bunchers concerns most 
.o 
should be of the order of 1 , 
Another factor ch luences the effi 




vary and cause the bunches to th a wrong RF at the Linac 
input. The variation HT causes a error of 
dU ~ + 0.04 % , which 1s a rather severe requirement. 
u--
*)The design optimis 
inevitable beam 
on programs will b modified to take account the 
25 ~ 
5 2. • 
It 
the as a of 
operating mus therefore 
measure the 
The beam is measured 
emittance measuring ce placed in the measur 
A second beam transformer and 
the beam 1 imi sec to control the beam 1 
third transformer and emittance 
measure the 
to check the 
either by a s 











a beam transformer and an 
s (see • 5) • 
device are after 
ions, a 
close to the Linac to 




of course to be 
usted to a par-
of 
The the beam and 
st the s lower the dens 
Beam s s are placed fore the 
section order to have on of bunchers 
Al the above .5 
5.3 Linac 
In this sect 
Alvarez Linac with special 
are novel or critical. 
been taken on 
section , to enab 
summary 
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the final design, recent studies indicate a lower energy tank 1 than 
the 10 MeV assumed here. Where possible we present evidence favo particular 
solutions and design As standards f comparis the designs 
* of the most recent American Linacs and the 70 MeV RHEL ector have 
been invaluable, but no real or economic advantages could be 
found merely adapt the ete des the d fferent 
of CERN re output energy, se rate and r.f. power modules. 
5.3.1 Linac Dynamics 
A qual here iscuss the selection 
of operating parameters,especially at ec i Linearised equations of 
the type 
x 0 
can be used to des the e or scillations in the 
Linac with the smoothed value o restor force over a complete focusing 
period. The acceptance lS 
A 
x 
In the transverse case one le focusing 
effect, the r.f. defocus and s 
in the longitudinal plane cusing term and a 
The "state 
Linacs were frozen is s lished 






the transverse and tud lanes 
charge terms are tant. 
is reduced the space effec 
longitudinal, flW - /',if! pl and it these 
represent the boundary condi to be met 
the Linac. The choice of the Linac 
dW 
rate (dz ) and quadrupole focus s 
constraints dictated 













ection must then sat 
so I > 
l 
(ii) Sensit of requ focus 1 9) to beam current J.. and 
) transfer between 1 
It has been sugges 2, that for the 
of the first accelerating section one can take 
those values just necessary to counterac 
forces due to a 150 mA beam, 
experimental study wi 1 be made these 
3 ) 
law and f 
r 1 s of <fl 
s 
tudinal space charge 
computational and 
meanwhile it is 
assumed that the Linac input des will a low sufficient variation 
in ~ and quadrupole settings to handle a wide range of beam currents. 
s 
5.3.2. Star Conditions for the Structure Des .::_:.;.,;,;.;;;..;:;..:;..=ii,......:..;....~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-'='-
The prel 
following factors : 
Linac tructure 
(i) For the structure between ect 
accelerat 
is based on the 




(implying an ing electr f a 
(ii) Above 5 MeV each of three accelerat sections there is 
(iii) 
a constant mean electr f ld s is the 
natural field conf at compensated structure with 
unexcited pos 
dW Factor (ii) implies a non-constant accelerating rate ~ but dz 
one aims to keep • the variations slow and continuous (in both 
dW 
- and ) . dz 
Between 5 MeV and 50 MeV <--he mean accelerat rate chosen as 
-1 1.55 MeV m which one can show leads to ac le values for such factors 
as r.f. power losses and peak surface fields. Note that these "starting 
conditions" have been used to allow us to calculate the Linac led 
in Table 3 for the final des the electric field and phase 
will probably vary along the first section which will have an output energy 
between 5 MeV and 10 MeV. If further analysis shows that varying <'!> along 
s 
the entire Linac c advantageous for current operation then 
the cell lengths will be computed accordingly. However, a variable qi law 
s 
is inherently less f le in 
.D.3.3 Linac Cell Computations 
A combined analytical and relaxation program 34 ) is used 
to compute the electromagnetic fields and derived quantities in Linac cells. 
Possible cell designs covering the 0.5 MeV to 50 MeV energy interval have 
been determined by choosing several drift tube profiles and cavity diameters 
and computing gap sizes for f = 202,5 + 0.2 MHz over a range of cell lengths. 
0 
The acce ion 
cos 
z 
with T the transit t ac 
broad maximum of - 0.83 at ~ 5 NeV for 
However above 10 MeV the cav 
falls slowly with W 
10 MeV and 50 MeV lS 
parameters 
constant E and 
This r 
changed for a second accelerat section start 




so that T 
. dW 
in - between dz 
icant 
below lC; MeV. 
the drift Thus, for 
tube profiles (diameters 180 mm and 160 for W below and above 10 MeV 
respectively) which are used in cavities diameter 0.94 .90 m and 
0.86 m for the three To obtain des ues o in each 
section (between 5 MeV and 50 we have numerical integrated the 
above equation with constant and the 
s 
tions on W and 
dz 
applied at the interfaces (10 MeV and 30 above results for 
E and assuming an linear r stance tween 
0.75 MeV and 5 MeV one can use ce 1. are normal 
to 1 MV m- 1) to compute the r.f. diss and surface fields. 
For the tota r.f. power ement one adds the dissi-
pation on the cavity outer wall, the drift tubes, support stems (1 per 
ri t tube above 10 drift tube), end walls (2) and t le rs 
and allows an extra 30% for the effect of face sh, joints and 
holes (see Table 3), 
Modern surface finishes and vacuum systems have sed the 
acceptable surf .c value of 15 mr -1 maximum l. t rr 
--~ 30 -
In the vulnerable region between drift tubes at the low energy end, the 
-1 peak surface field at injection energy is less than 10 MV m (for ~ = 
s 
- 30°) and the maximum field elsewhere is < 14 MV m-l at the beginning 
of the second section whatever design is finally chosen. 
5.3.5 Use of the Linac Design Programs 
For the purposes of the study, Linac cell lengths for several 
h 1 f . f- t d31 ) d h . . p ase aws o in_eres were compute , an t e input matching and quadrupole 
gradients in the first section were derived for currents up to 150 mA. 20). 
These calculations will be repeated for other field and phase laws to 
define the optimum output energy of the first section. The next stage will 
be to investigate the matching throughout the entire Linac for various 
currents and focusing laws. A check on the non-linear effects (such as 
energy transfer between phase planes) causing emittance increase, will 
be made with the MAPRO-type multiparticle programs 35). 
5.3.6 Discontinuities and Tolerances 
With the linear matching computations the aim is to produce 
smoothly evolving transverse and longitudinal beam envelopes in spite Qf 
inevitable discontinuities in the Linac. Transverse discontinuities can 
be matched out by locally adjusting the quadrupole strengths but the longi-
tudinal focusing cannot be adjusted locally to counteract, for example, 
the effect of a drift space length £, between sections. In fact the energy 
_3 2 
spread causes an increase in bunch length, 6z/z a: B - £ which is already 
noticeable for the 0.20 m gap proposed at 10 MeV. 
Errors in some of the parameters set-up initially such as 
r.f. phase. r.f. level and drift tube alignment give rise to coherent 
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oscillations which, if sufficiently small, can often be corrected at the 
linac output by debunchers and steering magnets. 
At ~ = -30° a 1% error in E is equivalent to 1° phase 
s 
error, which occurring in the third section and depending on the number of 
phase oscillations between 30 MeV and 50 MeV gives rise to an output energy 
shift of : 45 keV. Thus the required tolerances applying to variations 
within a pulse or from pulse to pulse (and applying to a complete accelerating 
section) will depend on the phase oscillation wave length and debuncher 
characteristics. Note also that a local error of 0.4 nun in longitudinal 
position of a drift tube at 750 keV can excite a phase oscillation of : 1° 
amplitude. 
For the quadrupoles the three important errors are displac~ 
ments relative to, and rotations about the. mean system axis, and quadrupole 
strength errors about J=he programmed valu.es. Of these, the first is most 
difficult to get within,_tolerance and for an r.m.s. radial displacement 
error of 0.1 mm in the system composed of rv 130 drift tubes one expects a 
coherent radial oscillation amplitude of ~ 4 mm at 50 MeV. 
It is intended to study the effects and correction of errors 
in more detail for the new Linac. 
5.3.7 Lengths of Accelerating Sections 
We have considered three options of three accelerating 
sections with intermediate energies (a) 16 MeV and 33 MeV, (b) 10 ~eV and 
30 MeV and (c) some energy below 10 MeV and 28 MeV. The choice can be 
based on flexibility in dynamics, post coupler requirements, configuration 
of r.f. power modules, intertank separation and number of cavity subsections 
to be manufactured. Option (b) was chosen for this study essentially on 
grounds of requiring only 5 identical r. f. modu_les but (c) now appears 
advantageous in giving flexible dynamics without requiring post couplers 







One us table (in 230 mm 
ter coaxial line) s propos each r.f. output 
amplif i.e. five in all (see ch. .5). 
Post Th es ed ful at NAL and 
LASL to compensate field errors and the transient 
response in long Alvarez cavities 36) T1:.ey would be . 
straight forward to install in the second and third 
accelerating cavities. 
Copper clad steel cavities are 
usually made oversize and tuned with a fixed 
perturbing bar (bulk tuner). A tuning range of± 25 KH2 
is proposed for piston tuners with l 10 KHz adjustable 
via a servo-system. 
5.3.9 The Quadrupole Focusing System 
Recent Linac des ,have les with improved 
circuits running in an FD conf with · to 100 Tm-l 3 ?) ients up _ 
Although it was considered possible to deve op les 
-1 (120 Tm ) for operation at 520 keV, the extra safety margin and the 
existence of a suitable quadrupole design favours 750 keV injection energy. 
In Table 3 some quadrupole gradient requirements are listed for an FD 
system. Above 10 MeV a pulsed FD system was preferred to a direct current 
FFDD system as the former allows a s ler drift tube design, is more 
flexible in operation and can, if necessary be connected FODO. The BNL 
and CERN pulsers are both under consideration and it is proposed to design 
for the l ms, H requirement, but to install pulse forming networks for a 
200 µs flat-top initially. Ways of connecting two or more quadrupoles 
in s for minimum perturbation of the transver 
24) been studied 














It is proposed to use a el 
to provide the flexible connection between Linac s MeV and 
30 MeV but with a much lower energy for the t may be 
easier to have a ri connection to the t 
b) 
The des lo for the s t is to use a 
three point s de system for each o or three maJor 
sections. For supporting sets of drift tubes a removable girder system as on 
the 3 MeV Linac 38 ' has been studied. to a th of 4 m, the girder 
twist and deflection seem acceptable and extra costs to support 
systems directly fixed to the ty are t s f loaded 
constraints th a are preferred for 
pos ustment at present and close compar with a ternative 
methods used in the U.S.A. should he an ear des decis For 
aligning the girders, spirit levels and me al comparators are applicable 
while for drift tube al we will s er cheme compared to a 
micro-alignment telescope scheme. 
c) Drift Tube Des 
With the low duty cycl and quadrupoles, t 
has been possible to consider a simple coo scheme for the drift tubes, 
to a water cooled suppor tem 
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d) Vacuum tem 
It is proposed to run the 
with standard CERN ion pumps even distr buted to 
metre of structure, and at least 3 turbomolecular 
ing systems. An operating pressure < 10-6 torr s re 
e) Water Cooling 
This 1 be closed c 
temperature controlled to 21 ± O. and a 
sub-circuit (e.g. several drift tubes). The ta 
maximum duty cycle envisaged (2.4 10-3) for the ruture 
TABLE 3 
Proposed Linac Parameters (see 
I Cavity Number 1 
l 
le vacuum system, 
-1 00 ls per 
associated back-
, l Ln.cet water 
output of each 
lciad \., 10 kW at the 
opt on of H acceleration. 
3 




l ::::; :::::~ 
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Drift Tube Diameter 





















Support Stem Diameter 
Gap/Cell g/L 
Axial Transit Time Factor T 
Synchronous Phase, ~ 
s 
Number of Unit Cells 
Mean Axial Field E 
Peak Surface Field 
Cavity R.F. Power 
Beam R.F. for 100 mA 
Quadrupole Effective Length 
Quadrupole Gradient for 
FD, q = 0 • 7 5 , I :.:::: 100 mA 
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will be reconsidered with the aim reduc 






















res ts o the 
icated above, the first section 
its output energy and chaos a 
to 1 n1t~,. .. 
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5.4 50 MeV Beam Transport 
The locations of the new Linac and measuring lines, PS 50 MeV and 
PSB injection lines are shown in Fig. 9. 
Because the Linac line cannot be the same as tne present Linac-PSB 
injection line, two bending magnets (BH2, BH3) are required. The two deflec-
. 1 + 17° d 22°. T d 1 . . 1 l d b tion ang es are an - wo qua rupo e doub ecs are ocate etween 
these magnets to give an achromatic deflection system. A further three 
doublets are placed between the Linac and BH2 for beam transport and matching 
into the existing PSB injection line. 
Preliminary calculations using an estimated Linac emittance show 
that satisfactory beam transport can be achieved for beam currents up to 
150 mA. In these calculations quadrupole magnets with the same aperture 
and maximum gradient as are at present installed between the Linac and the 
PSB were used. Typical beam envelopes are shown in Fig. 10. 
The junction with the present line is chosen to be at IBHl. The 
magnet labelled above as BH3 is located here. We keep the possibilities 
of injection into both the PS and the PSB, of reverting to the old Linac 
for a limited time after connnissioning the new and of running both Linacs 
asynchronously. 
5.4.1 Bending Magnets and Power Supplies 
Three bending magnets are required 
i) BHl, a switch magnet for the new measuring lines. It 
must be capable of deflections of ± 60 mR, and is 
located 6.0 m down-stream of the Linac; 
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ii) BH2, a 1 deflection magnet placed 28 m down-stream; 
iii) BHJ, a 22° deflection magnet at the present IBHl location. 
Of these magnets, two suitable ones are a ready available, 
leaving only BHl to be acquired. Magnets BHl and BH3 require new pulsed 
supplies, while BH2 will require a D.C. supply. 
The magnet IBHl can be retained in its present location as 
BH3, but an arrangement to rotate and realign it is needed in order to be 
able to revert to the old Linac. 
Because of the increase in number of beam destinations, 
a more complicated form of routing control than now in use is needed. For 
these magnet supplies a stability of 2 x 10-4 is requ 
5.4.2 Quadrupole Magnets and Supplies 
A total of 12 quadrupoles is required 2 in the emittance 
These can be of the same. specif des as the 
magnets on the PSB injection line. Standard stabilized 
cribed in several manufacturers' catalogues. 
ies are des-
5.4.3 Debunching System 
The term "debuncher" is real 
of the system is really to reduce energy 
a misnomer since the purpose 
and results in an inhibition 
of the normal debunching due to energy spread. As ar as beam optics is 
concerned, these RF cavities are s focus elements in the longitudinal 
phase plane. 
The system for the new Linac is essentially identical with 
that used now. The first cavity should be ust before BH2 and the second 
and third (2nd harminic) not far after BHJ, The present cavity design is 
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valid. (One can note that RF cavities should not normal be located 
between BHZ, BH3 where the beam is d sed, 
The power supply and control 
part of the overall radio frequency system, 
5.4.4 Instrumentation 
terr: ies is 
A number of toroidal current transformers (3) and beam 
position stations (5) are required. The present trans ormer design can be 
used, and it is expected that the magnetic position tor now under 
development willrbe satisfactory. 
Magnet BH2, in conjunction with position monitors can be 
used to measure Linac mean energy, and a feedback system which uses position 
error to control the RF phase of the first cavity to correct the mean energy 
could be developed if required. 
The beam transport section between BH2 and BH3 needs to be 
adjusted to achieve achromaticity. For purpose slit should be placed 
at a point large dispersion after BH2. For a proper adjusted system, 
the beam position after BH3 should be of the rad position of 
this slit. A further test is available because the earn energy measurement 
in the present PSB 50 MeV spectrometer should not depend on the radial 
position of a slit sampling the beam after it has pas ed BH3. (Suitable 
slits for these tests are already in the PSB ection line.) 
5.4.5 Steering Corrections 
Normally there should be steer as ociated with each 
position monitor as well as one at the exit of the Linac. The currently 
used steering coil design, which gives both horizontal and vertical de-
flection is suitable. 
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5.5 
The of the new RF 
the a.mp li tudes and fast feedback 
is by beam 4 cons 
case to 
better than 1% in amplitude 
better than in 
The two main sources of disturbance 






e compensated for are 
effects, the latter depend-
ing critically upon the parameters of the tank and ts acent trans-
mission system, Every individual tank should therefore be imbedded in a 
separate closed loop; ten individual amplifier chains are thus provided 
to power the ten tanks of the new system. The f 
vide the tank powers as in the table below 
amplifiers will pro-
th some 20% safe 
margin, allowing for plumbing losses, mismatches and additional speeding 
up of the large signal response 
1 Buncher, fundamental 
2 Buncher, fundamental 
3 Buncher, 2nd harmonic 20 20 
4 Tank I 2200 700 1500 
5 Tank II 4300 1300 3000 
6 Tank III 4400 1400 3000 
7 35 35 
8 Debuncher, fundamental 35 35 
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of the beam 1 
the 
by the closed 
le-
mented us many 
manufacturers. cycles 
(approaching appl 
to the and app are expec-
ted to take care of the amp 1 if use at 
higher power 1 abili /cost t mechanism ffu-
sion of metali for CW, "thermal f for operation). 
5.5,3 Driver S 
The s upon 
the amplif can be lt around or 
American make. le for are lab le 
from two American manufacturers these characterized a 
very high ch is due to the concept. A poss le 
al 
screen higher 
OU from i 
is the use of a TH ty 
similar to the 
5.5.4 
The fier for 5 and 6 will consist of two 
l TH r"!'"'h~ ' taken 4. U.L ~ 
from the present 
with a s TH per tank, 
' 
has been ruled out : 
the tube would have to be run at the very with poor 
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b) cal a lectronic t 
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of basical 
to a great 
the same 
mar-
ocal level feedback) the 
of a power 
access during a run. 
tments e. of the RF 
and 
s le from 
control 
to the control 
can be touched 
as now, will often 
mation of 
in order to 
ment 
operator may 
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deal from mul lexed 
analogue system is therefore cons 
room equipment. 
as of the control 
tant that the st has s disposal, It is 
locally in the equipment the power of the computer for running 
logs and test programs, possibly th sp , as well as classical 
tools such as scopes. 
To sum up, the control room is seen as the place for op 
mization of the overall Linac 
focus 
thus el need 
should a.mount to 
put to balance the rather 





Reali that the op the Linac should no 
be an ar tic as the pas should be feas le 
to perform this operation with man-machine interfaces the Midi console 
or ISAAC 44) We should also profit from the current work on a new data . 
b k 45) an , A data bank is needed for the cons le but l. s also 
useful for any program reques control or s tion of a Linac para-
meter, 
We also to f llow close it from the design 
effort put into the control system for the SPS, 
43) 
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5.6.2 Control Computer 
We propose to use the present Linac DEC PDP 11/45 running 
under RSX 11-D real time operating system. Two physical locations of the 
computer are possible, the present installation near the main control room 
or adjacent to the new Linac control room. The latter solution seems pre-
ferable, particularly if we take into account that space must be reserved 
at the MCR for a future Booster computer. On the other hand, we must 
take into account the space required in the South Hall corner for the rather 
extensive ancillary supplies of the pre-injector EHT generator. 
The main tasks of the Linac computer will be 
execute operator orders as given over the man-machine interface and 
display the machine situation; 
maintain a data bank for reference by PS, PSB computers or linac service 
programs, e.g. statistics programs for information on machine stability; 
communication with PS and PSB computers; 
watchdog service, detecting abnormal behaviour of a parameter. This 
should be recorded and signalled to Linac and MCR operators; 
general and specialized logs; 
beam quality measurements like energy spread and emittance. The request 
can originate from Linac, PS or PSB. In all cases, the measurement will 
be performed in the Linac computer and the result dispatched to the 
person making the request; 
automatic re-start program for getting the Linac back into operation 
after mains power failures; 
re-tune programs for quick changes of running conditions of the Linac, 
e.g. different focusing for different beam intensities; 
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software and hardware tests; 
slow feedback control on a pulse to pulse basis. (The Linac pulse is 
too short for any computer correction within the same pulse.) 
5.6.3 Satellite Computers 
For the moment it is thought that the Linac Hain Computer 
should be able to service all requests including slow feedback control on 
all the Linac equipment. However, when more details are known, we might 
be able to justify one or more minicomputers. These would then be con-
sidered as part of a given equipment and under the responsibility of the 
equipment designer. 
5.6.4 Computer Back-Up 
Since we intend to rely heavily on the computer for the Linac 
operation, one must consider what can be done in the case of a computer 
break-down. 
The computer firm will have 3 - 4 service engineers on the 
site, but it would be preferable to be able to predict a fixed down-time in 
the case of a computer fault. 
A complete back-up of the Linac computer would come to about 
500 kFr., which seems prohibitive. If we take into account the overall PS 
situation, where in the future we will depend on three computers being 
"on the air", it looks more reasonable to solve the back-up problem for 
the PS complex as a whole. 
5.6.5 Control Room 
The new Linac control room will be situated in a corner of the 
South Hall close to the new Linac (Fig. 11). 
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We propose to adjust the Linac from a low control console 
equippedwith the fol facilities : 
a) Analogue Matrix with four outputs feed two lC true double 
beam scopes, each parameter it ton for 
selection. 
b) Computer Display with 
ISAAC) over the computer. 
for interac 1 .g. 
c) Status Display of the TV-raster type, possib 
casting of Linac status and fault warnings. 
colour, for broad-
d) Midiconsole. This man-machine interface has been in use for quite some 
time for the Booster operation. Its response s 11 be great 
improved by the use of a fast fixed head disk on the PDP 11/45 computer. 
A joy-stick has been tried at the present Linac with success, as an 
alternative to the normal push-button operation. Incremental shaft 
encoders, used as general knobs for parameter adjustment, will also 
be tried. 
e) Intercom. It is to use the standard PS intercom system. 
f) Fast Printer for logs. A raster printer (180 s) has been 
interfaced on the Linac computer and seems satisfactory. 
It would be preferable to install two identical consoles 
in the control room giving hardware back-up as well as a possibility for 
two people to work in parallel. 
Some additional racks at the wal are foreseen for 
like door interlock systemsand radiation monitors. These do not depend on 
the computer but it could be useful to connect status information from the 
doors, as well as level s s the Linac computer. 
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future demand for a remote Linac contro tat control room 
can easily be implemented us the PS 
network plus the analogue matrix facility, resul compact but 
powerful remote Linac control lity. 
5.6.6 
For digital data transmission between the computer and 
the local control racks, we propose to use CAMAC, 
Although CA.~C was for the icist, 
it is gaining general acceptance in the accelerator control field (NAL, 
LAMPF, SPS) as well as in industry As a consequence solutions have been 
sought which remove the earl restric on CAMAC crate-computer stance 
(about 20 m) and on the number of crates in a system ). 
CAMAC standard system 46 ) will 
accommodate up to 62 crates and can run over several km of distance. 
Evidently the transmission speed will be a function o distance covered. 
In our case (about 200 m) we can assume a bit rate of rlliz. 
An improvement an order in transmission 
speed is possible the use of byte s bit serial trans-
mission. Another possibility for interconnec the C.t\l'1AC crates is by 
extension of the PDP 11 computer Unibus by special circuits permitting 
up to 200 m distance between a CAMAC crate and 
We propose to fix our cho after ical tests, 
cularly observing the noise tolerance of the different o 
By installing CA.MAC crates the lery, 
we expect to get the advantage of short cable runs to the situation 
if all s s were b t to the the 
will be more flexible for any future mod 
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Parameter 
In order to save ime 
far as possible, made and 
and interface the di tal side to C.AMAC s 
modules already st commercial 
of status from 1 1 
analogue matrix can also be aced to 
Most Linac pulsing will be tr 
followed by CAMAC delays (computer settable). 
we propose to use mainly stepping motors and shaft 
we have already exper on the old 
5.7 Beam Instrumentation 
The beam measuring equipment must meet 
a) During the testing period (see §7.3) 
complex, measurements of the beam char 
so that the normalization of the Linac set 
This requires a e and complete instrumentat 
beam density in the three e planes) 








of the P Booster 
hould be possible 
be prepared. 
of the 
compare the results 
b) During the operational period i), to check the stability of the 
standard values of the beam parameters et beforehand see §4. ), or 
ii), if we want to change the beam characteristi , to measure the 
parameters of the newly set beam. 
This necessitates an on-line computer for the treatment f a.ta 
and representation on a visual display unit (see 5.6). 
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5.7.1 Low Energy Beam Transport (L.E.B.T.) 
dd . . h . . 4 7 ' 4 8)( 4 In a ition to t e intensity measurements trans-
formers), it is necessary to measure the transverse beam emittances and, 
if possible, the longitudinal density distribution of the bunched beam. 
Space restriction as well as differences in beam characteristics along 
the L.E.B.T. necessitated the development of two variants of the emittance 
measuring device4s,49 , 5o). to be installed before and after the bunchers. 
(A single system of electronics is planned to serve all these emittance 
devices.) 
To measure the longitudinal density distribution after the 
25) buncher, a coaxial probe will be used during the study and the testing 
period. For the operational period, different types of probe and pick-up 26 ) 
can be considered depending on the improvement of oscilloscope techniques. 
Prototypes of all these measuring devices will be tested and 
used in the 3 MeV accelerator as soon as possible during the study period. 
5.7.2 Intermediate Energy 
During the study progrannne, a complete set of measuring 
apparatus will be installed after tank 1 (before putting tank 2 in place) 
for detailed measurements of beam characteristics. 
As discussed in §5.3, the distance between accelerating 
cavities must be kept short, leaving insufficient space for complete measure-
ments of the beam characteristics. However, it should be possible to install 
a retractable system which will enable different devices to be positioned on 
the beam line (changing detectors will take a few seconds). e.g. beam 
current transformers, bunch length and transverse density measuring probes. 
Some useful measurements of energy and energy spread could 
be possible at an intermediate energy (with reduced current) by transporting 
the beam through unpowered tank(s) to the measuring lines. 
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5.7.3 
At the end of the 
one pulse, the main characteris cs will give, 
phase planes 
(spectrometer 1 
zontal or ver ttance 
The ttance 2 





f pulse emittance system 
with the further possibili to make four measurements 
in the same pulse (one measurement for each Booster ). 
12. 13) 
the 3 fol 
ar to the 
51) two years 
10 ,.usec duration 
The spectrometer line . 13) two 
magnets in series enabling the density in the tudinal phase plane to 
be measured. The phase to energy trans with a debun-
cher placed at the junction of the two 
. f d . d 53 ) ·11 Various trans ormers an posi etectors wi be put 
in the PS and Booster injection line. The s measurement will 
be used to check the performance of the debuncher system and make continuous 
observations 
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6. Building and Supplies 
6.1 of the Site 
The requirement that the new Linac be able 
the Booster and the PS, leaves little choice for its 
ect into both 
ion. The beam 
coming from the new Linac must be inflected into the ent beam transport 
system by the Booster swit magnet or tream o t. 
Two possible locations have been considered ). In one 
of them the Linac would be almost parallel to the old machine (A), in the 
other it would be oriented approximately perpendicular to the old machine 
and located in the triangular sector formed by the radial tunnels, nos. 
2 and 3 of the synchrotron (B). In position A a very long free length 
would be available, but it involves some more complicated hence expensive, 
civil engineering work near the (now unnecess shield mound "Mount 
Citron". Position B would be somewhat more advantageous from the point 
of view of civil engineering, but the length available between the 
necessary shielding against the PS tunnel and the radial tunnel no. 2 and 
the access road to the North Hall, would be only sufficient if the 
emittance measuring set-up was s.uppressed. 
features of crossing the PS r and rather 
lt has also the undesirable 
arge bend angles. 
Position A was chosen for closer examination and forms the basis 
of this project study. It is assumed in this proposition that doors in 
the West wall of the South Hall are no longer essential for purposes other 
than the Linac and that part of them can be abandoned together with the 
road leading towards them. Access to the old and the new Linacs will 
then have to rely on traversing the South Hall in a 
been used for experiments in the past few years. 
which has not 
The most convenient position for the preaccelerator (providing 
space for a sufficiently large Faraday cage with a minimum of angles and 
corners) is then as indicated in .11, The tunne 1 l , as determined 
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by this cha is a few metres longer than he 
Linac plus emittance measurement and trans 
new 
cost and 
It was whether it 
at a level a few metres above 
term disadvantages of the 
ld 
£ a Me 
the 
:iowever 
considered to counterbalance the pos ible excavation. 
6.2 Build 
The design of the building is influenced terna1 constraints 
such as existing buildings (Linac South Hall), Mount itron and the level 
of the molasse rock. Building location and shape have been chosen to 
minimize the excavation and reshau of Mount tron (in particular to 
maintain as much as possible of the re wal opposite the South-
west corner of the South Hall), and to avoid destruct or expens 
modifications of existing buildings. The new buildings w1 be 
against the earth pressure of Mount tron a wal of piles anchored 
the molasse. Features considered essential, such as eparation of supply 
equipment from the accelerator tunnel and adequate space for measuring 
facilities have been provided. 
Figs, 11 14 show and var s-se o the build 
The constraints have led to an unusual shape for the cage wh is 
formed by metal sheet fixed directly on the walls o the pre-accelerator 
building. 
The gallery for the Linac RF equipment 1s arranged on top of the 
accelerator tunnel which has its walls and roof des ion 
shielding. In order to reduce the height for the RF lery the 
cavities of the RF amplifiers penetrate the floor 
into the service tunnel. 
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The control room is located in the South-West corner of the South 
Hall, abandoned for experiments several years ago, from where easy access to 
the pre-accelerator, the 750 keV beam line and the equipment gallery can 
be provided. 
Air conditioning for the entire complex will be provided from a 
central plant installed in the wedge-shaped space between the accelerator 
tunnel and the present preaccelerator building. 
If the need should arise, a second pre-accelerator column could 
be installed in the region above the low energy beam transport. The 
walls of this part of the building will be stiff enough to support the 
load of a supplementary Faraday cage. Space for the H.T. set would be 
created by digging into Mount Citron. 
6.3 Radiation Shielding 
Radiation shielding is required essentially against neutrons. 
There are also X-rays produced by the pre-accelerator and by the RF fields, 
but attempts at measuring the radiation level have remained inconclusive 
and any problem could always be dealt with by local shielding. 
The requirement to leave all parts of the building except the 
accelerator tunnel accessible during operation, can be met J::>y a tapered 
concrete wall and roof for the latter, with maximum thicknesses of 0.9 
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and 1.0 m respectively (see Fig.14 ), when the usual ' assumptions 
about proton losses and loss distributions are made. Neutrons streaming 
backwards from a beam stopper can produce radiation levels in the 100 mrem/h 
range at the low energy end. A wa11 of wood or a similar material could 
reduce this hazard. 
The Linac building will have to be declared a "radiation area" 
(accessible for "radiation workers" only) due to the residual levels of 
the order of a few mrem/h. The same is true for the control area where a 
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radiation level of around 1 mrem/h is due to leakage from the PS shielding 
bridge when internal targets are operating. Reduction of proton consumption 
11 
on target 1 to the order of 10 ppp (South Hall used as test area only) 
will remove the hazard in the control area. 
6.4 Supplies 
Electricity 
Electricity will be supplied to the new Linac from the nearby trans-
former substation Yl. 
Loads are classified in three categories 
Pulsed loads (mainly the RF system) 
Normal loads 
Loads needing emergency supply 
The puleed loads will be supplied from the 18 kV bus-bars 
through a separate transformer, the size of which has still to be deter-
mined (maximum 2 MVA). Space for an additional 18 kV breaker and for 
the transformer is available. 
For the normal load, as well as for a possible need of emergency 
supply, there is enough capacity available in the existing 380/220 V 
distribution boards of the Yl substation. 
Water 
It has not yet been decided whether demineralized cooling water 
can be taken from the PS ring circuit or whether a small separate refrigera-
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The cost figures quoted have been checked 
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in a period of rapid variat of p 
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The staff of this project will be made up of the existing Linac 
Group with the addition of a number of short-term staff (visitors and 
regie), some help from other groups within the division and a small number 
of staff posts transferred inside the division. 
Under the assumption that the existing machine will be replaced in 
4 years time, it is intended to stop development work on it during 1974 
and thus reduce the effort to the level of pure maintenance, that is, to 
between 40 and 50% of the present level. This reduction is possible because 
specialists, though working mainly on the new project, will be available 
during maintenance days and for emergencies. 
It appears reasonable to rely on a high percentage of visitors 
and regie labour for the duration of the project because the maintenance 
and operations staff is already available. 
The effort required inside MPS-Division is summarized in Table 5. 
With the completion of the project the effort coming from outside the 
Linac Group will drop sharply. It is expected that an equilibrium level 
of less than 30 man-years will be attained in 1978 when the present Linac 
will have been closed down. 
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Longitudinal beam emittance after the DDHB system, calculated 
by a multi-particle program (in the emittance ellipse are 
those particles wh according to E R T progra.'11s 
will be trapped). 
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B H 1 : Bending magnet 
KlH, K2H, Kl K2V : Kickers 
EQl EQ 2: Ouadrupoles 
Fz : Slits 
De : Detector 
Tr: Beam transformer 
Ste : Steering magnet (y and z) 
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